CARS & STARS 4–STEP

NOV/DEC 2009

LITERACY COLLECTION YEARS 1–9
CARS, STARS, CARS II, FOCUS and Extensions Series
These two new levels are geared toward fostering pre-reading skills, assessing students’ knowledge of six key reading areas
– Finding the Main Idea, Finding Details, Putting Things in Order, Understanding What Happens and Why, Making a Guess and
Figuring Things Out. Both levels are picture-based, with P designed for teachers to “read aloud” and AA for more advanced
students to “read along”. Each level features the acclaimed format of CARS and STARS, levels A–H, and its step–by–step
approach to ensuring reading success. But now the process is brought to even younger learners to prepare them for future
achievement in reading and comprehension.

Diagnose: CARS

Teach: STARS

Apply: Extensions

Assess: CARS II

Diagnose: CARS
Pre-reading – Year 9, English

Research Connection:

From 12 Key reading strategies, pinpoint those giving
students trouble with the CARS Series

Comprehension monitoring instruction
teaches students to:

Student Books
Teacher Guides

• be aware of what they do understand
• identify what they do not understand
• use appropriate ﬁx-up strategies to
resolve problems in comprehension

$25.95 (5 pack)
$9.95 each

New Levels:
Pre-Reading
and AA

Teach: STARS
Pre-reading – Year 9, English

Research Connection:

Teach the same 12 strategies assessed in the
CARS Series – Ideal for differentiating instruction.

Effective comprehension strategy
instruction is explicit following
these steps:

Student Books
Teacher Guides

• direct explanation and modelling
• guided practice
• application

$100.00 (5 pack)
$16.95 each

New Levels:
Pre-Reading
and AA

Apply: Extensions in Reading
Years 1–9, English

Research Connection:

Apply the 12 CARS strategies with the addition
of graphic organisers and writing.

Comprehension instruction should
integrate the key elements of:

Student Books
Teacher Guides

•
•
•
•

$99.00 (5 pack)
$16.95 each

vocabulary
comprehension monitoring
graphic organisers
summarisation

Assess: CARS II
Pre-reading – Year 9, English

Research Connection:

Finally, assess your students progress for
the year using CARS II Series

Comprehension assessment is
essential for:

Student Books
Teacher Guides

• Proving feedback on strength and
weaknesses
• Metacognitive questioning
• Recognising areas for improvement

$25.95 (5 pack)
$9.95 each

New Levels:
Pre-Reading
and AA

CARS, STARS & CARS II

CARS, STARS & CARS II

CARS, STARS & CARS II

Diagnose: CARS LEVELS P-AA/A-H SUITABLE FOR PREP TO YEAR 9
The heart of the CARS and STARS system are
the twelve reading strategies. The challenge of
teaching and understanding comprehension now
becomes strategic with assessment and instruction
in twelve discrete skills.

Easy-to-use diagnostic tool pinpoints individual students’
instructional needs.
The new edition of our research-based CARS Series:

• identiﬁes students’ weaknesses in 12 standards-based reading
strategies
Easily differentiate instruction
• encourages students to use higher-order thinking skills
using multiple book levels! Within
• builds comprehensive skills for success on tests
each series, Books P-AA/A–H
• reinforces understanding of performance through self-assessment
have parallel lessons: same

Ideal for
Differentiated
Instruction

strategy and page number.

12 Reading Strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LESSON 7

ﬁnding the main idea
recalling facts and details
understanding sequence
recognising cause and effect
making predictions
ﬁnding word meaning in context
drawing conclusions/making inferences
comparing and contrasting
distinguishing fact from opinion
identifying author’s purpose
interpreting ﬁgurative language
reading pictures
distinguishing real from make-believe
summarising

TEACHER ASSESSMENT 1

Read this sign found on a school notice board. Then answer
questions about the sign. Choose the best answer for
Numbers 1 to 8.

Complete this page after the student has completed five lessons.
Please check the appropriate box.
Lessons 1–5
Lessons 6–10
Student’s Name: _______________________________________ Date: ______________________
Teacher’s Name: _______________________________________

Cole School’s
Easter Fete
Saturday
10.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.
Fun for the whole family!
• Farm animals • Face painting
• Pony rides
• Races and contests
• Music
• Cake stall
Meet Bobo the clown!
Have him make a balloon animal for you.
Win prizes!
Guess the number of jelly beans in the jar
and win tickets to the science museum!
Tickets: $4.00 for adults $2.50 for children
Free for children under age four.
After the fete,
join us for a free
sausage sizzle.
4.00 p.m. to 7.00 p.m.

Finding Main Idea
1. The sign tells mainly about

Number of
Correct Responses

Strategy

Recalling Facts and Details
2. Ana is going to the fete with
her father. How much will it
cost for her father to go to
the fete?

 face painting.
 a school fete.
 a sausage sizzle dinner.
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Assessing the Strategies
Students answer a question about each strategy once in each lesson, or a total of five times.
Use the student’s completed Answer Form to fill in the chart below. First, record the
total number of correct responses for each strategy. Then record the percentage of correct
responses for each strategy.
Per cent
Correct

Finding Main Idea

(MI)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Recalling Facts and Details

(FD)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Understanding Sequence

(US)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Recognising Cause and Effect

(CE)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Comparing and Contrasting

(CC)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Making Predictions

(MP)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Finding Word Meaning in Context

(WM)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

(CI)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

LESSON 4

Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences

Distinguishing
Here are Between
several Fact
journal
and Opinion
entries written
_____
(FO)
by Robert.
Read
out the
of 5 journal
= _____
entries.
%

Then do activities 1 to 12.

Identifying Author’s Purpose

_____ out of 5

(AP)

= _____ %

InterpretingTuesday:
Figurative I’m
Language
_____ out of 5
(FL) just came
_____ %
so excited! Uncle Harold
to visit us. He= asked
me

 $2.50
 $4.00
 $4.50
13

to go on a trip with him. Oh, it’s going to be so much fun! We’re going to
Summarising
_____
outUncle
of 5 Harold
= _____
% I
take our sleeping bags. We’ll sleep (SM)
outside. Best
of all,
said
could ask one of my very good friends to go with us. The person I choose
will have to be someone who likes to camp under the stars. I’ll have to
pick someone who isn’t afraid to be
outside. I went camping with Dennis
one time. Every time he heard an owl,
he hid under the blankets. Dennis
trembled every time he heard the
© 2006 Hawkersmallest
sound.
Brownlow
That wasn’t much
Education
33 fun.
CARS Series E CA0009

CARS Series A CA0001

Wednesday: Uncle Harold told me we
will be going on our trip the last week
in January. Which friend shall I pick?
I’ll have to choose someone who can
go with us the last week in January.
Chu is going to a beach by the ocean
with his parents that week. I can’t
invite him.
Thursday: Uncle Harold just called. He told me that we’ll be doing a lot
of fishing in the lake. Uncle Harold does not have a boat, so we’ll rent one.
I’ll have to pick someone who can swim. I can’t pick Darlene. Darlene has
never been in a boat, and she can’t swim. I didn’t know there were so many
things to think about when choosing a friend to go on a trip!
Friday: Guess what! Uncle Harold called again. He said that he wants to
go horse riding during the trip. Uncle Harold loves horses! Well, I guess
that means I shouldn’t invite Ted. Ted doesn’t like animals very much. He
especially doesn’t like horses. I can’t blame him, though. When Ted was
little, a pony kicked him.
Saturday: I’ve been thinking a lot about which friend I should take. I think
I’ve finally made up my mind. I know the perfect person. This person will
enjoy doing all the things that Uncle Harold has planned. This person is a
lot of fun to be with, too. I wonder if Uncle Harold will mind if I invite my
sister, Mary, to come with us. She is the perfect person for this trip.

CARS Series C CA0005

10
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New Pre-Reading levels P-AA CARS–STARS–CARS II
s
CARS Serie

P

NSIVE
COMPREHE
NT OF
ASSESSME
G
IN
READ
ES
STRATEGI

GIES
G STRATE

SE
TO INCREA

LESSON 9

Understanding
What Happens
and Why
4. Look. Listen
. Circle.
What?
Why?
The wind was
most likely
A too cold.
B too strong.
C too wet.

Finding the Big Idea
1. Listen. Circle the big idea.

CARS Series

AA

LESSON 1

NSIVE
COMPREHE
T OF
ASSESSMEN
READING
STRATEGIES

Finding Mai
n Idea

1. What is
the

STRATEGIES

A

B

a suitcase

Finding Details

e will not
fit
in Liz’s suitc
ase?

w

her toys

C a girl gett
ing

A the boo
ks
B the swim
ming gog
gles
C the swim

with

ready

ming toy

E COMPREHENSION
TO INCREAS
IES

STRATEG
□ USES READING
FOR 6 READING
OF MASTERY
GOAL-SETTING
□ IDENTIFIES LEVEL
SESSMENT AND
E WITH SELF-AS
□ PROVIDES PRACTIC

Making a Gues
s
5. Look. Circl
e.

4. Which of
thes

A a girl pac
king
B a girl play
ing

to read

ION
COMPREHENS
GIES
G STRATE

FOR 6 READIN
□ USES READIN
ETTING
MASTERY
AND GOAL-S
LEVEL OF
SSESSMENT
□ IDENTIFIES
WITH SELF-A
PRACTICE
□ PROVIDES

Understand
ing What
Happens
and Why

picture
mostly abo
ut?

Look at this picture of Liz.
Then answer questions about the picture.
Choose the best answer for Numbers 1 to 6.

Finding Deta
ils
2. Which of
these is alre
ady
in Liz’s suitc
ase?
A toys

2. Look. Circle.

Making a
Guess

5. You can
guess that
Liz is
A going cam
ping.
B going on
a trip.
C getting

B clothes
C books

A

B

3. Look. Listen. Circle.

A
CARS Series P CA11023
______________

_______
NAME: _______

__________

______________

______________

A

s Out
6. Look. Circl
e.

Putting Things in Order

_______
______________

C
Figuring Thing

B
18

B
Putting Idea
s in Ord

er
3. What will
Liz pack next
?
A a doll
B a hat
C a bear

C
© 2008 Hawker Brownlow
ownlow
Education
© 2008
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ow Education

A

Figuring Thin

gs Out
to a place
where she
will probably

6. Liz is goin
g
A skate.
B ski.
C swim.

B
CARS Series AA CA11021

13

ready for
bed.

CARS Series
P CA11023

_______________

__________________

__________________

__________________

_________
NAME: _________

2
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CARS Series
AA

CA11021

CARS, STARS & CARS II

CARS, STARS & CARS II

Teach: STARS LEVELS P-AA/A-H SUITABLE FOR PREP TO YEAR 9
STARS’ intensive focus builds students’ basic
understanding of key reading strategies as they learn
to analyse texts and evaluate and extend meaning in a
variety of genres.

New edition of the STARS
Series with expanded lessons.
Research built this program – classrooms like yours
proved its success.
The newly revised STARS Series:
• models the 12 standards-based reading strategies, one
per lesson
• follows a progressive ﬁve-part lesson approach to
ensure comprehension
• allows teachers to differentiate instruction according to
students’ CARS Series results

Students also experience:
• selected-response questions in test format
• a wide range of genres, including curriculum content
areas
Review lessons and a ﬁnal test check students’
comprehension of the strategies and measure progress.

“CARS and STARS is just brilliant. It will change
the way you teach comprehension and energise
your students’ learning.”

Assess: CARS II

LEVELS P–AA/A–H

Compare students’ results from the CARS series with their results from the
CARS II series using graphs to provide a visual record of their progress. Add
the results to students’ portfolios to demonstrate progress over time.
Assess students’ proﬁciency in the 12 standards-based reading strategies
they learned in the CARS and STARS Series. This series features:
• longer reading passages followed by selected-response questions
• teacher assessment and self-assessment forms

Management Software CD-ROM – Levels P–AA/A–H
Produces reports in half the time:
• analyses, lists and graphs each student’s performance
• displays a class chart and groups students by individual needs
• calculates class average for each strategy
• compares data from the CARS Series and CARS Series II
CA0000 • $35.95
System Requirements
Windows® – Intel-compatible Pentium 90 or faster processor; Windows 98, 2000, XP; 32 MB RAM; 20 MB free hard disc
space. Macintiosh® – System 8.6 - 9.2 requires PowerPC™/66MHz or faster processor; 32 MB RAM; OSX requires G3 or
faster processor, 128 MB RAM; 20 MB free hard disc space. Success for less volume discount applies to the purchase of
10-packs. Non-discounted single-copy pricing available upon request.

CARS, STARS & CARS II

EXTENSIONS IN READING

EXTENSIONS IN READING

EXTENSIONS IN READING

EXTENSIONS IN READING SERIES
Levels A–H. Suitable for year levels 2 to 9.

Students apply and extend the CARS and STARS
comprehension strategies.
Watch students reach new heights using increasingly sophisicated elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

graphic organisers
models
characteristics of literacy forms
an enriched vocabulary
longer reading passages in a range of genres
paired selections

Research-based lessons ensure success with:
• rich nonﬁction and ﬁction selections
• direct instruction, guided review, independent practice
• embedded test-taking practice

Lesson extensions engage students in writing, researching and
cross-curricular activities.
Assess students’ progress with:
•
•
•
•

Check Your Understanding in every lesson
student self-assessment questions
teacher assessment questions
cumulative review lesson

About the Program – Student Book

JUST

$15
per student

Extensions in Reading Series, Books A–H, is a reading comprehension
program. It gives step-by-step instruction and thorough practice to support
students as they develop into strategic, thoughtful and conﬁdent readers.
Students are guided in applying reading strategies used by successful
readers. Students ﬁll graphic organisers as they learn how each strategy
connects to ideas and information in texts.

Free online HBE101 e-Training for teachers! Visit www.hbe.com.au

EXTENSIONS IN READING

EXTENSIONS IN READING

In Extensions in Reading, students work with
the following 12 reading strategies and graphic
organisers:
• Finding main idea (main idea chart)
• Recalling facts and details (facts-anddetails web)
• Understanding sequence (sequence chain)
• Recognising cause and effect
(cause-and-effect ﬂowchart)
• Comparing and contrasting (features chart)
• Making Predictions (prediction map)
• Finding word meaning in context
(words-and-meaning chart)
• Drawing conclusions and making inferences
(conclusions/inferences diagram)
• Distinguishing between fact and opinion
(fact-and-opinion chart)
• Identifying author’s purpose
(author’s purpose questionnaire)
• Interpreting ﬁgurative language
(ﬁgurative language chart)
• Summarising (story map)

STRATEGY
FOUR

EXTENSIONS IN READING

Recognising Cause and Effect

Learn About Recognising Cause and Effect
Why does something happen in a story? Something
happens because something else makes it happen.

Thinking about
the strategy

A cause is why something happens. An effect is what
happens because of the cause. Writers often use words
such as because and so to help you see causes and effects.
To Find a Cause
Ask:
What made this
happen?
ppen?

Studying
ing a model
d l

To Find an Effect
Ask:
What happened?

because

so

if

reason

Read the story. The words in dark print show
sh a cause.

The underlined words show an effect.
Teacher-directed
instruction draws
on models to explain the strategy

Deb ran outside. She did not look where
she was going so she bumped
mped into Dad.
Dad
Because Deb bumped into Dad, he dropped
the bag of birdseed he was holding.
The bag broke, and birdseed spilled
on the ground. Soon, the yard
was filled with birds.

Extensions in Reading Series A CA101000

Students apply the 12
strategies to varied
reading selections
of substantial
length. By reading
different kinds
of written works,
students broaden
their awareness of
the forms of ﬁction
and nonﬁction that
provide information,
ideas and enjoyment.

Look for Clue Words

34
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Learn About a Graphic Organiser

Reading Selection—Part One
Read the first part of “Maria’s Journal”.

Understanding a
cause-and-effect
chart

Maria’s Journal

Friday
Today, our class went on a trip to the aquarium.
We had to ride the school bus to get there.
Riding the bus was fun. We sang songs the whole time.
My favourite song was “You Are My Sunshine”.
A girl named Lee met our bus. Lee works at the
aquarium. She told us she would be our guide. She said
she would take us around and answer our questions.
I think it would be fun to have a job like Lee has.
First, Lee took us to see the penguins.
Some penguins hopped on rocks.
Some swam under the water. Others just
waddled around. They looked funny.
The place I liked best was the Touch
Pool. I got to hold live sea animals
in my hand.

A cause-and-effect chart will help you understand
causes and effects in a story. You can use a cause and
effect chart for folktales, fables or any kind of story.
Here is a cause-and-effect chart for the story
on page 34.
CAUSE

EFFECT

Deb did not look where
she was going.

Deb bumped into Dad.

Dad dropped the bag
of birdseed.

The bag broke, and birdseed
spilled on the ground.

chart, you see
When you fill in a cause-and-effect
caus
the reasons things happen
happ in a story.
Extensions in Reading Series A CA101000

Includes the following:
• Feature story
• Magazine article
• Fairy tale
• Mystery story
• Informational article
• Realistic ﬁction story

•
•
•
•
•
•

8
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Interview
Biography
Letter to the editor
Personal narrative
Poetry
Fable

Why is the yard filled with
wi birds?
Birdseed spilled on the ground when Deb bumped
Scaffolding and blank
into Dad. The birds came
cam to eat the birdseed.

graphic organisers call for
independent application

As you read, ask yourself

• What happened? What made this happen?
• What words are clues to causes and effects?
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

35

Extensions in Reading Series A CA101000

EXTENSIONS IN READING

EXTENSIONS IN READING

Contents of the Student Book

Prepare for the Reading Selection

The Student Book contains twelve 10-page strategy
lessons and one 5-page Review.
Each strategy lesson has the following organisation:
• Learn About the Strategy
• Learn About a Graphic Organiser
• Learn About a Form of Writing
• Prepare for the Reading Selection and Learn
Vocabulary
• Reading Selection
• Check your Understanding
• Extend Your Learning

Gaining knowledge

Integrates key elements of comprehension
instruction:
vocabulary
comprehension monitoring
graphic organisers
summarisation

Some people like to run and swim. They run and swim
for fun. Some animals like to run and swim, too.
But they run and swim to find food and to stay safe.
What if animals played in sports games? Would
they win any medals? On the following pages, you will
read a story about animal games.

Learn Vocabulary
Understanding
vocabulary

The boxed words below are in dark print in the magazine
story. Learn the meaning of each word. Then write
the word that answers the question.
1. What does a scale tell?

medals
beat

•
•
•
•

EXTENSIONS IN READING

squawk
weight

2. What do winners
get in a race?
3. What word means
“to win against”?
4. What noise might
a bird make?

Word Meanings
medals: flat pieces of metal that are given for doing well
beat: to do better than someone else
squawk: loud sound
weight: how heavy something is

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

Check Your Understanding
Think about what you’ve read. Then answer these questions.
4. Which of these is not something
Luke liked to do at the park?
 swing on the swings
 go round and round on
the merry-go-round
 go up and down on
the seesaw
 dig a long tunnel

1. Which of these might make
you dizzy?
 something that is soft
 something that spins
 something that makes noise
 something that lights up
2. Go back to page 38 and look
at the picture. You can tell that
the picture is of
 Luke swinging.
 Luke in the pipe.
 Luke on the seesaw.
 Luke on the merry-go-round.

5. Luke does not have the best
time at the park because
 he is afraid to go on
the slide.
 his mother will not let him
go on the slide.
 he is not big enough
to go on the slide.
 he never has time to go
on the slide.

3. Which of these words on
page 38 is a clue to the meaning
of pretend?
 climb through
 under the ground
 make believe
 stand up

6. When Luke’s hands sweat,
they feel
 tight.
 wet.
 smooth.
 old.
selected-response

Students answer
questions in standards-based test format
Extensions in Reading Series A CA101000

42

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

17

Extensions in Reading Series A CA101000

8. Why does Luke’s mum climb
the slide with him?
 She is afraid Luke will fall.
 Luke’s dad told her it is
a good idea.
 She always goes on the slide
with Luke.
 Luke asks her to climb
the slide with him.

7. What happens after Luke sees
the boy run off to the swings?
 Luke goes over to his mum.
 Luke climbs through
the red pipe.
 Luke begins to shake.
 Luke’s mum gives
him lunch.

Students complete extension
activities working independently
or in small groups

Extend Your Learning
• Write a Story
Work with a group to makee up another story about
se-and-effect chart to plan
Luke at the park. Use a cause-and-effect
what will happen in the story. Write the story with
your group.
• Read a Story
Read another story. It may be a new story or one you
have read before. As you read, fill in a cause-and-effect
chart to show why things happen. Use the filled-in
chart to retell the story to a partner.
• Draw an Ending
Read again the beginning of the story about Sean the
Koala on page 36. What do you think happens
in the middle and at the end of the story? Draw two
pictures to show what you think happens.
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Extensions in Reading Series A CA101000

EXTENSIONS IN READING

EXTENSIONS IN READING

EXTENSIONS IN READING

Contents of the Teacher Guide
• a chart showing a suggested timetable. The general recommendation is one week per strategy lesson.
• a summary of the research base for the series.
• 12 strategy lessons to help you introduce each strategy and lead students through the ten-page lesson in their Student
Book. Suggestions are given for ﬁlling the graphic organisers; answers are given for Learn Vocabulary and for Check Your
Understanding.
• answers to the selected-response questions in the Review.
• reproducible sheets with the graphic organisers (both scaffolding and blank) that are also in the Student Book.
• a reproducible Self-assessment to use after completing the strategy lesson. Its purpose is to increase awareness of
students’ own reading and learning and help them set goals for improvement.
• a reproducible Teacher Assessment sheet, for you to use for each student.

s STRATEGY ONE—Part Two
Graphic Organiser
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________

What is the main idea?

What details help explain the main idea?

Answer Key
Name: _____________________________________________________________________ Teacher: __________________________ Year: _________

Extensions in Reading Series, Book B
Date:

Date:

STRATEGY ONE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 ●
● 
 
 
 
 

Finding Main Idea

 
 
 ●
● 
● 
 ●

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

STRATEGY FIVE

 ● 
  ●
●  
  ●
  
 ● 






1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

●



Date:

Recalling Facts and Details

  ●
 ● 
●  
  ●
●   
  ● 





1.  ● 
2. ●  
3.   
Extensions in Reading Series B Teacher
cher Guide CA101019
4.   ●
5.  ● 
6.   ●

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

 ●
● 
 
 
● 
 ●

 
 
 ●
● 
 
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.




●





Understanding Sequence

JUST

$12.95
teacher guide

 ●  
   ●
  ● 
●   
●   
   ●

 ● 
  
●  
  ●
  
 ● 

Making Predictions



●




●



7.   ● 
8. ●   
9.   ● 
10.    ●
11. ●   
12. ●   

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

 
● 
● 
 ●
 
 







●

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.





●

● 

 ● 
  ●
●  
  
●  
 ● 





●




Finding Word Meaning in Context
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

  
  ●
●  
  ●
 ● 
  ●

●







Date:

STRATEGY FOUR
 ●
● 
 
 
 ●
 ●

●




STRATEGY SEVEN

Date:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.




Date:

STRATEGY THREE

27







STRATEGY SIX

Date:
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Comparing and Contrasting

● 

Date:

STRATEGY TWO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 
● 
 ●
 
 ●
● 

 
 
 ●
● 
 
 

Recognising Cause and Effect
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

 
● 
● 
 
 
 






STRATEGY EIGHT

Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences

●




1. ●   
2.   ● 
3.  ●  
4. ●   
5.    ●
6. ●   

●

● 
● 

55

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

 ● 
  
●  
 ● 
  ●
 ● 



●






Extensions in Reading Series B Teacher Guide CA101019

Reading comprehension
series
LEVELS A–H. SUITABLE FOR YEARS 2–9

FOCUS is a reading-strategy practice program that aids all
students to achieve reading comprehension success.
Solidify comprehension with review and practice in the
essential strategies.
This 48-book research-based series covers six strategies –
one per title at each of the eight reading levels (A–H):
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW
48 book
series!

Understanding Main Idea and Details *
Understanding Sequence *
Recognising Cause and Effect *
Comparing and Contrasting *
Making Predictions *
Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences *

Who is FOCUS for?
FOCUS is a series designed to help:
• on-level readers who need repeated practice and reinforcement of
targeted strategies
• English-language learners
• struggling readers practise comprehending what they have read.
The program focuses on the higher-order reading strategies that
struggling readers need extensive help with.

How does this series ﬁt in with the CARS/STARS program?
Brief instruction and concentrated practice reinforce targeted strategies
for CARS, STARS and CARS II students needing extra practice.

What strategies are targeted?
The program solidiﬁes comprehension with review and practice in six
key reading strategies. *

When should I begin using FOCUS in the classroom?
The FOCUS series is designed for ﬂexibility and can be used at any time
to provide concentrated practice in six targeted Reading Strategies, at
eight different reading levels.

JUST

$6.00
per student

Research Connection
”The general ﬁnding is that when readers are given cognitive strategy
instruction, they make signiﬁcant gains on measures of reading
comprehension over students trained with conventional instruction
procedures”
– National Reading Panel

Free online HBE101
e-Training for teachers!
Visit www.hbe.com.au

Learn about Modelled Practice
These two pages provide basic instruction and modelling in the understanding and application of the Reading Strategy. The
Learn About should be read and discussed with students to make sure they understand the Reading Strategy. Additional tips for
helping students understand and use the Reading Strategy are included in the Reading Strategy Tips for the Teacher on pages
12–13 of the teacher guide.

The FOCUS Series
employs scaffolded
instruction:
• “Learn About”: the
strategy is modelled
• the lesson preview is
guided
• the 20 lessons are
independent

Learn About
Understanding Main Idea and Details

The main idea of the passage about Muffin is that
she is very talented. It is stated in the first sentence.
A main idea may be stated in other parts of a passage,
too. Or it may not be directly stated at all. If the main
idea is not stated, ask yourself questions like these:
“What is this passage mostly about? What is the most
important idea?”

The main idea is the most important idea in a passage, or piece
of writing. The main idea tells what the passage is mostly about.
Every passage has a main idea. Each paragraph in a passage also
has a main idea.
Details are pieces of information that tell about the main idea.
Details explain the main idea. They tell who, what, when, where,
why or how. Details can describe a person, place or thing. Details
can tell about the order in which events happen. Details can also
explain how to do something.

The details in the passage about Muffin explain why
she is talented. They tell three things that she can
do. She can come when called. She can roll over on
command. She can shake paws.

Read this passage. Find the main idea and the details that tell
more about the main idea.

The passage about Muffin has one paragraph. Other
passages might
ght have more than one paragraph. Still,
the whole passage
assage has a main idea. And each paragraph
in the passage
ge also has a main idea.

Our dog, Muffin, is very talented. When
Muffin was a puppy, she went to a special
school. There she learned to come when
called. A few months later, my brother
taught her to roll over on command. Just
yesterday, I taught Muffin to shake paws.
It took her only 15 minutes. What a smart
dog she is!

Modelled Practice: Introduces
students to the strategies.

Main Idea
Our dog, Muffin, is very talented.

Understanding Main Idea and Details B
Book
ook C CA10153

Re

Detail
about main idea
She learned to shake
paws.

m

emb
:

FOCUS supplies a graphic organiser
that represents the text structure
speciﬁc to each reading strategy

Detail
about main idea
She learned to roll over
on command.
com

er

Detail
about main idea
She learned to come
when called.

The main idea is what the passage is mostly about. Details
are pieces of information that tell about the main idea.

2
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Lesson Preview Guided Practice
These two pages include a sample reading passage and two selected-response questions with explanations of why each of the eight
answer choices is correct or not correct. The Lesson Preview should be read, worked through and discussed with students to make
sure they understand how to answer strategy-based questions.

Students ﬁll out a
tracking chart to
record completion of
lessons and number
of questions answered
correctly. Five selfassessments help
them measure their
own performance and
set goals.

Lesson Preview

Look at the answer choices for each question.
Read why each answer choice is correct or
not correct.

Read this sample passage about
blue whales. As you read, think
about what the passage is mostly
about. That is the main idea.
Think about what the details tell
about this main idea.

1. What is the main idea of the passage?
 The blue whale does not eat in

 why the blue whale eats in summer

winter.
What is the largest animal ever to live on Earth? It’s not an elephant. It’s not
a dinosaur. It’s the blue whale. The blue whale is huge. The largest known blue
whale was over 30 metres long. It probably weighed 145 tonnes, or 145,000
kilograms. Think of it this way. That is as long as two train carriages and as
heavy as 30 elephants, or about 1600 human beings.
An animal that big must eat a lot. Strangely,
the blue whale doesn’t eat at all in the winter.
In the summer, it eats three to four tonnes
of food a day. It eats very small sea animals
called krill.
You might wonder how a very large animal
could catch enough very small animals to
eat. Here is how the blue whale eats. It
does not have teeth. Instead of teeth, it has
something called baleen. The baleen
bale hangs down from the whale’s upper jaw.
It is like a huge strainer. The whale
whal takes a big gulp of sea water. The water is
full of krill. Then the whale uses its
it huge tongue to push the water out of its
mouth through the baleen. The krill
kr stay in the whale’s mouth. Then the whale
swallows the krill.

1. What is the
main idea of the passage?
pass
Guided Practice: sample
reading
 The blue whale does not eat in
passage and selected-response
winter.
questions.
 The blue whale is huge.

2. What do the details in the third
paragraph tell mostly about?





 The blue whale eats small anima
animals

called krill.

why the blue whale eats in summer
the weight of the blue whale
how the blue whale eats
what krill look like

 All big animals must eat a lot.

Understanding Main Idea and Details Book C CA10153
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2. What do the details in the third
paragraph tell mostly about?

This answer is not correct because
it is not what the whole passage
is mostly about. The ppassage
g also
tells about other things.
gs. It tells
about the size of the blue whale,
what it eats and how it eats. This
answer choice is a detail
tail about the
whale’s eating habits.

This answer is not correct because
no paragraph in the passage tells
whyy the blue whale eats in summer.
 the weight of the blue whale

Students learn
whyis noteach
answer
This answer
correct because
the first paragraph, not the third
choice is correct
paragraph,or
talksnot
about correct.
the weight

● The blue whale is huge.
uge.
This answer is correctt because
the whole passage hass pieces of
information, or details,
s, that have
something to do with the huge
size of the blue whale.
 The blue whale eats a small animal

called krill.
This answer is not correct because
it is a detail that tells only about
the whale’s eating habits. The
whole passage is not just about
the whale’s eating habits. It is
about other things, too.

of the blue whale.
● how the blue whale eats
This answer is correct because
most of the details in the third
paragraph tell about how the blue
whale eats krill, using baleen.
 what krill look like

This answer is not correct because
no paragraph in the passage tells
what krill look like.

 All big animals must eat a lot.

This answer is not correct because
the detail tells about all big animals,
not just the blue whale. It is about
big animals in general. The passage
is mostly about the blue whale.
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20 Lesson Independent Practice
Each two-page lesson contains one reading passage, four strategy-based selected-response questions and one strategybased constructed-response writing question. Reading Passages: The reading passages progress across the reading level. The
passage genres include:
• Fiction: personal narrative, realistic ﬁction, historical ﬁction, fantasy ﬁction, mystery, folktale, fable, legend
• Nonﬁction: report, article, interview, letter, postcard, book report, movie review, diary entry, journal entry, biography, textbook
lesson, directions, instructions, recipe, invitation, announcement, experiment
• Selected-response questions: In each lesson, students apply the Reading Strategy to a reading passage and then choose
the correct answers for four selected-response (multiple-choice) strategy-based questions. You should model how to answer
these kinds of questions using information on the Lesson Preview pages.
• Constructed-response writing questions: In each lesson, students apply the Reading Strategy to a reading passage and
then write a short response to a strategy-based question. You should model how to answer these kinds of questions by using
one of the sample answers provided on pages 28–29 of the teacher guide.
20 Lesson Independent Practice

L

Passage genres are both ﬁction and nonﬁction and include: personal
narrative, realistic ﬁction, folktale, fable, legend, article, letter, book
report, journal entry, biography, textbook lesson and instructions.

esson 14

Read these biographiess of
of two
t o writers.
tw
wr
wriiter
ters.
s. As
As
two writers
writers
wr
it
you read, think about how the two
are alike and how theyy are different.
diffeerrent
ent
n . Look
Look
for clue words.

Answer these questions about the biographies.

3. In the first paragraph, which clue word
signals how the two writers are alike?

1. Both Tim Winton and Nick Earls

The Lives of Two
Australian Writers
Tim Winton and Nick Earls have many things in common.
Both are Australian writers. Both have written books for
young readers as well as adults.
Tim Winton was born in Perth in 1960. He still lives in
Western Australia today. His father was a policeman. Tim
storie But sometimes they scared him so
used to enjoy listening to his work stories.
grandm
much that he couldn’t sleep. His grandmother
lived in a tent out the back
of a suburban house. Tim Winton knew he wanted to be a writer when he
was about ten years old. He had his first book published when he was at
university.
b
Tim Winton has written over twenty books
for adults and young readers.
But he is probably best known to Austra
Australian kids for the Lockie Leonard
books. This character reflects Tim’s love of surfing and the outdoors.
Nick Earls lives in Brisbane. He moved to
Australia from Northern Ireland when h
he was
eight years old. When he was growing up he
wanted to be a cricketer or a rock star. It took
him a while to find out that he wasn’t very good
at cricket. It took him a bit longer to work out
that only knowing three guitar chords wasn’t
enough to be a rock star. He became a doctor
for a little while instead. But he gave it all up
because writing was more fun. He had his first
book published when he was still a student.
Nick Earls often writes about normal people living in normal Australian
suburbs. His gift is being able to see the funny side of daily life. His
characters are usually smart but awkward young people finding their own
place in the world. Adults as well as young people have read and loved his
books.

Independent Practice: students
apply the Reading Strategy to a
reading passage...

 were born in Australia.
 grew up in Perth.
 wanted to be rock stars.
 had their first books published

 same
 both
 like
 different

when they were still students.
2. One way in which the two writers
are different is that
 Tim Winton was good at cricket, but

Nick Earls was better at music.

4. Unlike Lockie Leonard, a surfer who
loves the outdoors, Nick’s characters
tend to be

...then choose the correct answers
forsuburbs.
four selected-response (multiple
 rock stars.
choice) strategy-based questions...
 policemen.
 normal people living in normal

 Tim Winton was born in Australia,

but Nick Earls moved here when he
was a kid.
 Nick Earls lived in a tent in his
backyard, but Tim Winton grew up in
Northern Ireland.
 Nick’s father was a policeman, but
Tim’s was a doctor.

 ordinary people who discover

powers
they have super powers.

5. List two ways in which Tim Winton
inton and Nick Earls are alike and two
t. Use clue words.
ways in which they are different.

... or write a short response to a
strategy-based question.

__________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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What is in each teacher guide?
There are 48 teacher guides in the FOCUS series, one for
each student book. Each teacher guide contains:
• suggested instructions for using the FOCUS series
effectively in the classroom
• Reading Strategy Tips for the Teacher, a facsimile of
the Learn About on pages 2–3 of the student book, with
tips for additional discussion related to understanding
and using the Reading Strategy

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education
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• four reproducibles: three Teacher Assessments to be
used for individual student assessment in the Reading
Strategy and one Class or Group Performance Graph to
be used for class or group assessment in the Reading
Strategy
• summary of research that supports the FOCUS series

Teacher Guides $9.95 each

Management Software for FOCUS series – CD

ORDER NOW FOR
A FREE FOCUS
SAMPLE BOOKLET
Code: CAFOCUS

Focus Series Order Form

Save time and effort with the optional Management System CD
for the FOCUS Series. As students progress
through the series, the teacher: • creates
reports by list and by graph of performance
and progress • reports progress for
individual students and the entire class
• uses reports to communicate with parents

CA0485 • $29.95
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